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The purpose of this paper is to use parametrizations of the derived semigroup and 
the Rhodes Expansion to embed several classes of regular semigroups in Wreath 
products of more special semigroups. We continue the program of [30,31] here. If 
S1 and $2 are semigroups, S2 o Sl denotes the wreath product of Sl by $2 (i.e. 
p:S2° S1--~SI where p is the projection surmorphism) and SI-<S2 means there 
exists an isomorphism of $1 into $2. Let S and T be semigroups and let ~ be a 
homomorphism of S onto T. Tilson [15] constructed a semigroup D(~) (the derived 
semigroup of ~)  such that S<_D(~) o T. Rhodes [14] showed that a semigroup X
satisfies S<_Xo T with p IS = • if and only if X is a parametrization f D(~) (i.e. 
an image of the non-zero elements of D(~) under a suitable partial homomor- 
phism). The derived semigroup D(~) of • is (T" xSx  T'(S~))U{0} where T" is 
'the monoid generated by T', 0~T" xSx  T, and (ti,Sl,h(Sl~))(t2,s2,t2(s2~))= 
(h,sis2,t2(s2~)) or 0 according to whether tl(Sl~)=t2 or h(sl~)~t2 and 
(h, sl, ti (si ¢i))0 = 0(h, Sl, tl (Sl ¢i)) = 0 .0  = 0. ~, Li, ~, J ,  and ~ will denote Green's 
relations on an arbitrary semigroup S while E(S)(T(S)) will denote the set of idem- 
potents (union of the maximal subgroups) of S. A semigroup S is termed com- 
binatorial if each of its maximal subgroups is a singleton. In Section 1, we consider 
the case S is a regular semigroup and T is an inverse semigroup. In Theorem 1.2, 
we show D~(~)={(t ,s , t (s~))eD(~):teX,  a right ideal of T, and t~t(s~)  
(in T)} U {0} is a regular subsemigroup ofD(¢i) which is a parametrization f D(~). 
Hence, S<_D~(~)o T by Rhodes theorem. Let S be a natural regular semigroup 
(i.e. T(S) is a subsemigroup, and, hence, T(S) is a semilattice A = T(S)/J of com- 
pletely simple subsemigroups (T,~ :6 cA)). Let T= S/t where t is the smallest com- 
binatorial inverse semigroup congruence on S (hence, E(T)=A by Theorem 1.6). 
In Theorem 1.8, we show D~,(t) is a natural regular semigroup and T(D'x(t)) is a 
direct sum of subsemigroups (A° : o ~ TNX) (A ° is the semigroup Ao with '0' ap- 
pended) where Ao = Y (Tz :z< o-io). Let N (I) denote the set of natural numbers 
(integers). Let Nr (Ir) (dr, d a positive integer) denote N (I) (d= (0, 1,..., d -  1)) 
under the reverse of the usual order. Next, further assume A = Nr x Y, where Y is 
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a semilattice with greatest element, under the lexic0graphic order and e(,~6) 9 et~ 
(in S) (etn,6)~ T(~,~), etm, A ) E T(m,A)) if and only if $ = A (S is termed a natural regular 
semigroup of type toY). In Theorem 1.10, we show each element of D~(t) is either 
a nilpotent element of degree two or an element of T(D~x(t)), T=Nx Nx  Y (under 
a suitable multiplication), A(p,q,B ) = U (T(~): k<q,  y ~ Y)U(  U T(q,a ) : ~<-a) and 
S < D'x(t) o ~r o C where ~" is Y with constant ransformations appended and C is 
the bicyclic semigroup. Next, let S be a simple natural regular semigroup with 
A = N r (termed a simple natural regular semigroup of type to). We show (Lemma 
1.11) that S is a natural regular semigroup of type todr where d is a positive integer. 
Hence, in this case, Y=dr and A(p,q,i)= ToO T1U ... IJ Ti+qd. If S is bisimple, d= 1 
(Corollary 1.12). In Remark 1.13, we give an analogous tructure theorem for 
A = Ir (termed a simple natural regular semigroup of type I). Let n be a positive in- 
teger and let N[r n] denote the cartesian product of N r with itself n times. Let S be 
a bisimple natural regular semigroup with A =N[r nl under the antilexicographic 
order (we term S a bisimple natural regular semigroup of type ton). In Theorem 
1.14, we show (x~ D~(t):x 2#:0)U {0} is a direct sum of subsemigroups which are 
finite chains of jr-classes of T(S) and bisimple natural regular subsemigroups V of 
type toi (1 <i<_n-  1) of S with each jr-class of T(V) a Jr-class of T(S). We also 
< t ~ _-- 
show S_D~c(t)oC for n 1 and S<D~(t )o~n- loC  for n->2 where t~ n-l 
(~o ... o (~ (n - 1) times). In Remark 1.15, we give an analogous tructure theorem 
for A = Nir n] x I r under the antilexicographic order (S is then termed a bisimple 
natural regular semigroup of type toni). 
In Section 2, we use the Rhodes Expansion and a parametrization f the derived 
semigroup to clarify the structure of orthodox unions of groups. Let us briefly 
describe the Rhodes Expansion of an arbitrary semigroup S. If a, b S, a E b means 
a O Sa ~ b O Sb and a E b means a_E b but a ~ b. Let 
~q= {(snE.. .r 's l)" 1,2 , . . . ,n~N\0  and s i tS  for i= l ,2 , . . . ,n} 
under the product 
(sn r- ... r sO(tm r- ... E h) = (red(sntm E_... E_ Sltm ~ tm) E tin- 1 r- ... r- h) 
where 'red' deletes the right most of _~-equivalent elements, g is termed the Rhodes 
Expansion of S after its inventor, John Rhodes. Let ~t be a homomorphism of $ 
onto a semigroup T. Then, (Sn r-... r- sl)~ = red(sn ~ E_... __ sl ~) defines a homomot- 
phism of ~ onto T (Tilson [15,5]). 
Let S be an orthodox union of groups and let Q denote the smallest inverse 
semigroup congruence on $. Then, ~ ((S~/0)) is a semilattice Y= S/jr  of orthodox 
completely simple semigroups (right groups)(Xy:y~ Y) ( (Uy :ye  Y)). We show 
/)y0(~) = {(t, s, t(s~))~D(~) : t ~ Uy, y<- yoe Y, seXz ,  y<-z} U {0} is a subsemigroup 
of D($) which is a parametrization of D(~) (valid for arbitrary s emilattices of 
semigroups with Xyoc_ Uy (Lemma 2.1)). Hence, ~<-Dyo(~)o(S/Lo) by Rhodes 
Theorem and/)y0(~) is a subsemigroup of the direct sum of the Rees Matrix Semi- 
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groups M°(Uy, U(Sz "z>_y),Uy, id)(y~ Y,Y<-Yo). We show Dyo(~) is a combina- 
torial semigroup consisting just of nilpotent elements of degree two and a subsemi- 
group of idempotent elements. Furthermore, S ,, ~ S where (sn,..., sl)rl = sn defines 
a homomorphism of S onto S such that er/-1 cE(S) for eeE(S) and, for a ,b~,  
atlfb~ (in S) (at/~ br/(in S)) if and only if a Jb  (in S) (a ~ b (in S)). Finally, 
(S'~Q) < ((S~Q)/6) I or (E((S~Q))) I 
where ' I '  denotes an appended identity, the ' ~' denotes the reverse of o and 
(S/'~)/~ (~ is the smallest inverse semigroup congruence on (S'~p)) is a semilattice 
Y of maximal subgroups of S (Theorem 2.6). 
In Section 3, we give a much briefer proof of a fundamental result of [30] by using 
a parametrization of the associated erived semigroup and Rhodes Theorem 
(Theorem 3. I). 
The class of natural regular semigroups has been extensively studied (see [28,29] 
and references therein) and a structure theorem for this class of semigroups was 
previously given in [28]. Previous structure theorems have been given for several 
classes of natural regular semigroups of type a)Y: for example, by Reilly [13], Munn 
[I0,11], Ko~in [8], Clifford [3], and Warne [22,24,26,27,29]. In [30], we embedded 
a~Y-inverse semigroups (each T(n,~ ) is a group), a)Y-~-unipotent semigroups (each 
T(n,~) is a left group), and generalized a~-~-unipotent bisimple semigroups ((~= 1 
and E(S) is an ~-compatible band) in wreath products of more special classes of 
semigroups. We first gave structure theorems for simple (bisimple) (natural) inverse 
semigroups of type I (each J=class of T(S) is a group) in [20] ([18]) and embedded 
these classes of semigroups in wreath products in [30]. We first gave structure 
theorems for bisimple (natural) inverse semigroups of type o n (~onI) (each J-class 
of T(S) is a group) in [17] ([19]) and embedded these classes of semigroups in wreath 
products in [30]. Structure theorems for orthodox unions of groups have been given 
by Fantham [6]. Preston (1961, unpublished; see [2]), Yamada [32], Warne [25], 
Petrich [12], and Clifford [4]. We used the Rhodes Expansion and the derived 
semigroup to clarify the structure of orthodox semigroups in [30]. The structure 
theorems for natural regular semigroups, imple natural regular semigroups of type 
a), and orthodox unions of groups given here are considerably simpler than those 
previously obtained for these classes of semigroups in [28], [29], and [25] respec- 
tively. 
We next introduce and clarify the terminology and notation which will be used 
throughout this paper. See [15], [5, p. 356], and [14] for further details on the de- 
rived semigroup. 
We adopt the following notation and definitions from [30, pp. 181-182]. Trans- 
formation semigroup (denoted by the pair (Q, S) where Q is a set and S is a sub- 
semigroup of F(Q) the semigroup of all functions of Q into Q and qs is the image 
of q under s), dual (S, Q) of (Q, S) (i.e., if s ~ S and q ~ Q, we write sq as the image 
of q under s), S 1 (S with appended identity, 1) and S" where S is a semigroup, 
monoid S= (S', S) where S is a semigroup and the image o fxe  S" under s t  S is just 
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xs (product in S'), (Q, S) where (Q, S) is a transformation semigroup, wreath 
product of (P, T) by (Q, S) where (P, T) and (Q, S) are transformation semigroups 
(denoted by (Q, S) o (p, T)), (T, P) r (S, Q) where (T, P)  and (S, Q) are the duals of 
(P, T) and (Q, S) respectively. (Q, s) n where n is a positive integer, type A semi. 
group congruence (for example inverse semigroup congruence), aQ (a ~ S, a semi. 
group), ker Q where Q is a congruence relation on S (0 will also denote the natural 
homomorphism of S onto S/Q), union of groups and Clifford's theorem, S~-Y-~T 
and S= T where S and T are semigroups and ~/is a homomorphism of S onto 
T, <X> where X is a subset of a semigroup S, and lexicographic order. 
We will use the following definitions and notation from Clifford and Preston [1] 
and/or Howie [7] and/or Krohn, Rhodes, and Tilson [9]. Right ideal, idempotent, 
zero, identity, Green's relations (~, if, ~, Y, and J ) ,  J-class, semilattice, semi. 
lattice of semigroups, simple semigroup, completely simple semigroup, natural 
ordering of idempotents, regular element, inverse, regular semigroup, bisimple 
semigroup, maximal subgroup, inverse semigroup, right zero semigroup, fight 
group, band, rectangular band, equivalent definitions of inverse semigroup, bicyclic 
semigroup, orthodox semigroup, equivalence between semilattice and commutative 
idempotent semigroup. 
Let S be a semigroup. If S has a zero element, 0, we write sO= S. If S does not 
have a zero, let S°=SUO (O~S) under the multiplication Sl.S2=SlS2 (product in 
S) if Sl, s2 ~ S, s. 0 = 0. s = 0 for s e S, and 0- 0 = 0. S O is termed S with zero ap- 
pended. Let (X~b: b ~B) be a collection of semigroups uch that ~ (X~o :b ~B)= 
{0}. Let X= [_J(X°: beB)  under the multiplication x .y=xy  (product in X~b ) if 
x, y e X~b and x. y = 0 if x e Xb ° and y e X~c with b ~ c. X is termed to be the direct 
sum of the semi'groups (X~'b~B)  and we write X= F. (X~o: b~B).  
Let ¢ be a homomorphism of a semigroup S onto a semigroup T, and let 0 be 
a mapping of D(¢) -{0} into a semigroup P. Following Rhodes [14], we term 
0 : D(¢)) - {0} --+P a parametrization f D(¢0 if (1) 0 is a partial homomorphism of 
D(¢)-{0} into P (i,e. if x, yeD(¢) -{0}  and xy:#0, then (xy)O=xOyO) and (2) 0 
satisfies the embedding condition: Sl¢ = s2 ¢ and (t, sl, t(sl ¢))0 = (t, s2, t(s2 ¢))0 for 
all t ~ T" imply sl = s2. For brevity, we also term P a parametrization f D(¢). 
Let S be a semigroup and let A be a non-empty set. We define M°(A, S, A, id) to 
be { (x, s, y) : x; y e A, s e S } U {0} under the multiplication (x, r, y)(u, t, o) = (x, rt, o) if 
y=u; (x,r,y)(u,t,o)=O if y~u;  (x,r,y)O=O(x,r,y)=O. 0=0, i.e. M°(A,S:A,d) is 
the Rees Matrix Semigroup over S O with identity sandwich matrix (see [1]). We 
define S O x A to be (S x A) U {0} under the multiplication (r, a)(s, b) = (rs, a) if a = b; 
(r,a)(s,b)=O if a~b; (r,a)O=O(r,a)=0.0=0. 
Let S be a semigroup with a zero, 0, and x~S.  If x~0 and x2=O, x is termed 
a nilpotent element of degree two. If U is a semigroup and u~ U, let Uu = 
{xe U: ux= u}. U u is a subsemigroup of U and is called the stabilizer of u in [5]. 
Let ¢~ be a homomorphism of a regular semigroup S onto a semigroup T and 
let X be a right ideal of T. We let (D~(~))stab={(t,s,t)eD'x(C~)}U{O}. Thus, 
(D~(~))stab is a subsemigroup of D.~.(q~). In fact, D~(~b)stab= ~ (A° ' teTNX)  
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where AtE  Tt ~-1 [5, p. 358] and Ox(~)-O~x(t~)stab is the collection of nilpotent 
elements of degree two of Dx(~ ). 
A chain is a linearly ordered set. We term Ntrnl(n, a positive integer) under the 
antilexicographic order on ton-chain. If d is a positive integer, dr is termed a dr- 
chain. A semigroup S is termed ~-trivial if each ~-class of S is a singleton. If 
S (~) is a congruence on S, S is termed an Y (~)  -compatible semigroup. The set 
of regular elements of S is denoted by Sreg. If a e S, J(a) will denote the collection 
of inverses of a. 
Let 0 be a homomorphism of a semigroup S onto a semigroup T. We term 0 an 
E-epimorphism if eO -1 c__E(S) for all eeE(T) .  Following Rhodes [14], we term 0 
an ~-map ( J -map) if a ~ b (a~b)  (in S) if and only if aO ~ bO (aO~bO) (in T) for 
all a,b~S. 
1. Solutions P of S<P o T where S(T)  is a regular (inverse) semigroup 
We first state Rhodes Theorem (Theorem 1.1). Let • be a homomorphism of a 
semigroup S onto a semigroup T. By Rhodes Theorem, for any parametrization P 
of D(¢,), S<_P o T. In Theorem 1.2, for a regular semigroup S, we exhibit a sub- 
semigroup D~,(¢i) of D(~)  which is a parametrization f D(~).  If T is an inverse 
semigroup, we show D.~(¢,) is regular. In Corollary 1.4 and Remark 1.5, we clarify 
the structure of regular semigroups which are semilattices of semigroups as a conse- 
quence of Theorem 1.2. In Theorem 1.6, we state our previous characterization f 
the smallest combinatorial inverse semigroup congruence t on a natural regular semi- 
group. In Theorem 1.8, for S a natural regular semigroup, we show D'x(t) is a 
natural regular semigroup, describe Dfr(t), and give a necessary and sufficient con- 
dition for (D~-(t))stab = T(D'x(t)). In Theorem 1.10, we show T(Dx(t))=(D'x(t))stab 
for natural regular semigroups of type 09 Y and clarify their structure. In Corollary 
1.12, we specialize Theorem 1.10 to simple (bisimple) natural regular semigroups of 
type co, and in Remark 1.13, we given an analogous result for simple natural regular 
semigroups of type I (i.e. T(S) / J )=I r ) .  In Theorem 1.14, we give a structure 
theorem for bisimple natural regular semigroups of type to n. By Theorem 1.14, 
T(D'x(t)) C (D~-(t))stab for n_> 2 for this class of semigroups. Hence, their structure 
is more complicated than the structure of natural regular semigroups of type oJ Y. 
In Remark 1.15, we give an analogous result for bisimple natural regular semigroups 
of type ognI. 
If X and T are semigroups, let p :  X o T--~ T denote the projection surmorphism 
( f , t)~t.  
Theorem 1.1 will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 1.1 (Rhodes [14]). Let ~ be a homomorphism of  a semigroup S onto a 
semigroup T and let U be a semigroup. Then, S <<_ U o T and ~=P l S if  and only if 
U is a parametrization o f  D(~).  
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Theorem 1.2 will be used in the proofs of Corollary 1.4, Lemma 1.7, Theorem 
1.8. 
Theorem 1.2. Let ¢~ be a homomorphism of  a semigroup S onto a semigroup T 
and let X be a right ideal o f  T. Then, D~(~b)={(a,s,a(sCO)eD(~b):aeX nd 
a ~a(s~b) (in T)} U{0} is a subsemigroup of  D(~).  If, furthermore, S is a regular 
semigroup, 
(.) S<_D~(~b)o T 
and ~b =p [ S. 
I f  S is a regular semigroup and T is an inverse semigroup, then D~c(¢ ) is a 
regular subsemigroup o f  D(~).  
Proof. We first show D~.(~) is a subsemigroup of D(~b). Let u = (a, s, a(s~)) and 
o=(b,r,b(r¢))) be elements of D~.(¢)). If a(sV~):/:b, uv=O. If a(s~b)=b, uv= 
(a, sr, a(sr)¢) . Since a e X and a ~ a(s~ ) ~ a((sr)V~ ),uv e D~( ~ ). Let S be a regular 
semigroup. For (t, s, t(s¢))) eD(~)  - {0}, let (t, s, t(s~))O = (t, s, t(s¢O) if t ~X and 
t ~ t(s~) and (t,s,t(s~b))O=O, otherwise. We will show 0 : D(¢~)- {0}~D~c(¢~) is 
a parameterization f D(¢0. Then, (.) will be a consequence of Theorem 1.1. We 
first show 0 is a partial homomorphism. Let x=(h,  s~, tl(sl~b)), Y=(t2, s2, t2(s2~))e 
D(~b)-{0} with h(slV~)=t2. First assume tl eX  and tl ~ tl(sls2)~b. Thus, there 
exists xe T" such that tl =tI(SlS2)~X=tl(SIV~)(S2C~X). Hence, tl ~ tl(sl¢)). Further- 
more, tl(SlVQ=h(sls2)V~(XSl~). Thus, tl(sl¢~ ) ~ h(s~s.2)¢~. Hence, since tl(sl~b)e 
X,  (xy)O=xy=xOyO. If h@X, (xy)O=O=xOyO. If tl ~ t~(s~s2)~, then tl ~t~(Sl¢~) 
or t l ( s~)~ tl(S~S2)~. Thus, in this case, (xy)O=O=xOyO. Hence, 0 is a partial 
homomorphism. We next establish the embedding condition. Let u eX,  s~V~=s2~ 
and s~ -l ~ Y(Sl ). Then (U(SlSl~)~, s~, u(sl¢O)O = (u(s~s~)~b, Sl u(s~¢))). Furthermore, 
(u(s~s~ )¢~, s2, u(s~s~s:)~b)O = (U(SlSf l)q~,s2, u(s~s~s2)~b) since u(s~s~s2)¢~ = 
u(s~)  ~u(s~s~l)~. Thus, (t, Sl,t(s~CO)O=(t, s2,t(s2~))O F'te T" implies s~=s2. 
Finally, let S be a regular semigroup and let T be an inverse semigroup. We will 
show D~.(¢~) is a regular subsemigroup of D(~b). Let (a,s,a(s~b))eD~v(~) and let 
s'eY(s).  Thus, a ~a(s~)  ~a(ss')~. Hence, a- la ~ a-la(ss')~b for a -~ e Y(a). Thus, 
a- ~ a = a- ~ a(ss') ¢~. Hence, a = a(ss') ¢). Thus, (a(s~ ), s', a) ~ D'x (~b). By a straight- 
forward calculation, (a(s¢~), s" a) ~ Y(a, s, a(s¢O). Hence, D~c(¢ ~) is a regular sub- 
semigroup of D(~). [] 
Remark 1.3. Let • be a homomorphism of a semigroup S onto a semigroup T. In 
the notation of Theorem 1.2, let D'(O)=D~(O),  i.e., D'(O)=((t ,s ,t(sO))e 
D(O) : t ~ t(sO)). Let S be a regular semigroup and let T be an inverse semigroup. 
Then, using [30, Proposition 3.3(b)] and Theorem 1.2, D(O)reg=D'(O). 
Corollary 1.4. Let • be a homomorphism of  a regular semigroup S onto an ~- 
trivial semigroup T. Then, 
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S<_(~ ( (T t~- I ) ° : t~ T))o T. 
Proof. Utilize Theorem 1.2 and the fact that for t e T, (t, s, t)--'s defines an isomor- 
phism of {(t ,s , t )eD'x(f i )} onto Ttfi -1 by [5, p. 358]. 
Remark 1.5. Let S be a regular semigroup which is a semilattice Y of semigroups 
(Sy:y E Y). For s ~ Sy, define sfi =y. Then, fi defines a homomorphism of S onto 
the ~-trivial (inverse) semigroup Y and T t f i -  l = ~ (Sy : y >_ t). For example, if S is 
an w-chain of the semigroups (Sn : n ~ N),  T n f i -  1 = So tO SI tO'" tO Sn. 
Remark. If S is a regular semigroup and T is an inverse semigroup, using Theorem 
1.2 and [30, Proposition 3.3(b)], D~-(fi)stab is a regular subsemigroup. 
Theorem 1.6 will be used in the proofs of Theorem 1.8, Lemma 1.9, Theorem 
1.10, Lemma 1.11, Remark 1.13, and Theorem 1.14. 
Theorem 1.6 [28, Theorem 1.17, Propositions 1.24, 1.19, and 1.21]. Let S be a 
natural regular semigroup and assume T(S) is a semilattice Y of  completely simple 
semigroups (Ty : ye  Y). Then, t= {(a ,b )eS×S:aa"  bb" ~ Ty and a 'a ,b 'be T z for  
some y, z e Y and a' ~ J(a) and b' ~ J(b)} is the smallest combinatorial inverse semi- 
group congruence on S. Furthermore, E(S/t) = Y and y t -  l = Ty for  all y e Y. 
Lemma 1.7 will describe Green's relation ~ on D.~,.(fi) where fi is a combina- 
torial inverse semigroup congruence on a regular semigroup S. Lemma 1.7 will be 
used in proof of Theorem 1.8. 
Lemma 1.7. Let fi be a homomorphism of  a regular semigroup S onto an inverse 
semigroup Sfi  and let X be a right ideal o f  Sfi. Let (h, Sl, h (Sl fi)), (t2, s2, t2(s2 fi)) 
D'x(fi) and assume Sf i  is a combinatorial semigroup. Then, ( t l , s l ,h (s l f i ) )~  
(t2, s2, t2(s2fi)) (in D~c(fi)) i f  and only i f  tl = t2 and sl ~es2. 
Proof. Let x=(t l , s l , t l ( s l f i ) )  and y=(t2, s2, t2(s2fi)). First assume t l=t  2 and 
sl ~s2. We will show x~y (eD~.(fi)). Using Theorem 1.2 and [30, Proposition 
3.3(b)], there exist S( le J (S l )  and SEleJ(s2) such that t l (S lS l l ) f i=t l  and 
t2(SESEl )fi = t2 . Thus, (tl (sl fi ), s{ l s2, tl (s2 fi )), (t2(SE fi ), s21sl , t2(sl fi )) ~ D'x( fi ). 
Furthermore, x(h (sl fi), Sl Is E, tl (S2 fi)) = Y and Y(t2 (s2 fi ), s2 l s~, t2 (sl fi)) = x. Thus, 
x~y (eD~.(fi)). We next show x•y  (eD~.(fi)). Using the fact Sfi is com- 
binatorial, t l(s l f i )=t2(S2fi  ). Since t2(s2s~l) f i=t l (s ls{l ) f i=t l  and tl(SlS21)fi= 
t 2 (s 2 $21 ) fib = t2 ' (t2, $2 s11, t l), (t l, Sl $25, t2 ) ~ D~.(fi).  Furthermore, (t2, s: si-1, t l)X = y 
and (tl,sls~l, tE)Y=X. Thus, x~y (~D~.(fi)), and, hence, x~,V~y (eD~.(fi)). A 
routine calculation establishes the converse. 
Theorem 1.8 will be used in the proofs of Theorem 1.10, Remark 1.13, and 
Theorem 1.14. 
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Theorem 1.8. Let S be a natural regular semigroup and let T(S) be a semilattice W 
of  completely simple semigroups (Tw : w • W). Then, 
S <_D'x(t) o S/t  (1) 
where t is the smallest combinatorial inverse semigroup congruence on S and D~(t) 
(notation o f  Theorem 1.2) is a natural regular semigroup with 
r(D'x(t))= (A°: ve S/ tNX)  (2) 
where A o = U (Tz : z> o-lo). Furthermore, 
(D~(t))stab = r(D'x(t)) (3) 
i f  and only i f  (S/t) z c_ E(S/t) for  all z ~ S/t [q X. 
Proof. Using Theorems 1.2 and 1.6, (1) is valid with D~v(t) a regular semigroup. 
We next establish (2). As a consequence of (2), D~(t) is a natural regular semi- 
group. For o • S/t NX,  let A v = {(o, s, v) • D'x(t) : s • T z for some z_> o-lo}. We first 
show that Ao~ [-]. Let s•(v - lo ) t  -1. Thus, s•  Tv-i v by Theorem 1.6, and further- 
more, o=o(o-lo)=o(st). Hence, (o,s ,o)•A v. Let U=~(Tz .z>o- lo ) .  Using 
Theorem 1.6, it is easily checked that (o, s, o)--,s defines an isomorphism of A v onto 
U. We next show that T(D'x(t)) = ~, (A °" o • S/t NX) .  Let (o, s, v) • T(D'x(t)). Thus 
(o,s,v)~(u,e,u) On D~,(t)) for some e•E(S) .  Hence, using Theorem 1.6 and 
Lemma 1.7 or directly, s~e (in S). Thus, s•  T z for some z•  W. Using [30, Pro- 
position 3.3(b)], v- lo<(ss- l ) t  for some s -l • J(s). Let s* denote the group inverse 
of s in H e. Hence, using Theorem 1.6, (ss-l)t=(ss*)t=z, and, thus (o, s, o) e Av. 
Conversely, let (o,s, o )•A  v. Thus, s~'~e for some e•E(Tz).  Hence, using Theorem 
1.6, o(et)=o(st)=o. Thus, (v, e, v) • E(D'x(t)). Hence, using Theorem 1.6 and 
Lemma 1.7, (o, s, o) ~ (o, e, o) (in D'x(t)). Thus, (o, s, o) • T(D'x(t)). Finally, we 
establish (3). First, we assume (S / t ) z~E(S / t ) fo r  all z•S / tNX.  Let (z,s,z)~ 
(D,~'(t))stab. Thus, Z(St)=z implies st=w for some weE(S/ t ) .  Hence, using 
Theorem 1.6, s•  T w. Thus, s ~'~f or some f•E(S) .  Hence, using Theorem 1.6 
and Lemma 1.7, (z, s, z) ~'f (z,f, z) (in D'x(t)). Thus, (z,s,z)•T(D'x(t)).  Hence, 
T(D~(t)) = (D'x(t))stab. Conversely, assume T(D'x(t)) = (D'x(t))stab. Let xt • (S/t) z 
where z • S/t NX.  Then, z(xt) = z and, thus, (z, x, z) • (D~(t))stab. Hence, (z, x, z) 
(r,e,r) (in D~(t)) for some e•E(S) .  Thus, x~f~e (in S). Hence, xt=et~E(S/t) .  
Thus, (S/t)z ~ E(S/t). [] 
In Lemma 1.9, we show that for any natural semigroup S, the Y-classes of S and 
the ~-classes of S/t  are in a one-to-one correspondence. Lemma 1.9 will be used 
in the proofs of Theorem 1.10 and Lemma 1.11. 
Lemma 1.9. Let S be a natural regular semigroup. Let at=a*. Then, (a, b)e ~ (in 
S) if  and only if (a* b*) e ~ (in S/t). 
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Proof. It is immediate that (a,b)e ~ (in S) implies (a*,b*)e ~ (in S/t). Let 
(a*,b*)e ~ (in S/t). Hence, there exists c*eS/ t  such that a*~c*L~b*. Thus, 
(aa')*~ (cc')* and (c'c)*L~(b'b)* for any a'eJ(a), b'eJ(b),  and c'eJ(c). Thus, 
using Theorem 1.6, (aa; cc') ~ t and (c'c, b'b) ~ t. Hence, a ~ aa" ~ cc' ~ c 
c 'cgb'b 9b  (in S). [] 
Theorem 1.10 will be used in the proof of Corollary 1.12. 
Theorem 1.10. Let S be a natural regular semigroup of type toY. Then, 
S <_Dfx(t) o F o C 
where C is the bicyclic semigroup and D'x(t) (notation of Theorems 1.2 and 1.8) is 
a natural regular semigroup such that each element of  D'x(t) is either a nilpotent 
element of degree two or an element of  T(D~(t)). Furthermore, 
T(V~c(t)) = E (A~p,q,B) " (P, q, fl) ~ (N× N× Y)AX) 
where 
A(p, q, B) : U (T(k,y)" k < q, y ~ Y ) o (U  ( T(q, a) " fl <- ~) ). 
Proof. Let S be a natural regular semigroup of type toY. Using Theorem 1.6 and 
Lemma 1.9, S/t is a combinatorial toY-inverse semigroup (i.e. E(S/t) is an toY- 
semilattice (et,,6): (n,6)eN× Y) with et,,6 ) 9e(m,~) (in S/t) if and only if 6=2).  
Thus, using [24, Theorem 2.3], S/t=((n,k,y) :n,k~N, yeY)under  the multi- 
plication 
(n, k, y)(r, s, z) = (n + r -  min(k, r), k + s -  min(k, r),f(k, r)) 
where f(k,r)=y, yAz, or Z according to whether k>r, k=r, or r>k  (i.e. S/t= 
Y®C (notation of [30])). 
Hence, using Theorem 1.8 and [30, Lemma 2.7, Lemma 2.5, Definition 2.2, 
Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 1.61, S<_D'x(t)o ~'oC. Using Theorem 1.8, D'x(t) is a 
natural regular semigroup. We next apply Theorem 1.8 to show that T(D'x(t))= 
(D~-(t))stab, i.e. that each element of D~v(t) is either a nilpotent element of degree 
2 or an element of T(D'x(t)). Let (n, m, y), (p, q, z) ~ S/t and assume (n, m,y)(p, q, z) = 
(n, m,y). Thus, by a straightforward calculation, p=min(m,p)= q. Hence, (p, q, z) 
E(S/t). Thus, T(D'x(t))= (D,~-(t))stab by Theorem 1.8. Let v = (p, q, fl). Then, v -1= 
(q,p, fl) by [24, Corollary 2.41 or directly. Hence, o-lo=(q,q, fl). Thus, using 
Theorem 1.8 and its notation, A(u,q,p)=U(T(k,v )" k<q, ve Y)U( u T(q,a)" a>_fl) 
and Y(O~c(t))= E (A~p,q,B)'(P,q, f l )~(N×N× Y)AX). [] 
In Lemma 1.11, we show that S is a simple natural regular semigroup of type to 
if and only if S is a natural regular semigroup of type ogdr for somepositive integer 
d. Thus, we may obtain a structure theorem for simple natural regular semigroups 
(Corollary 1.12) by specializing Theorem 1.10. Lemma 1.11 is used in the proof of 
Corollary 1.12. 
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Lemma 1.U. S is a simple natural regular semigroup of  type to if and only if S is 
a natural regular semigroup of  type todr where d is a positive integer. S is bisimple 
if  and only i f  d = 1. 
Proof. Let S be a natural simple semigroup of type co. Thus, using Theorem 1.6, 
S/t  is a combinatorial simple inverse semigroup of type co (i.e. E(S/t) is an to-chain). 
Hence, using [24, Lemma 7.5], S/t  is a combinatorial todr-inverse semigroup for 
some positive integer d. Thus, using Theorem 1.6 and Lemma 1.9, S is natural 
regular semigroup of type cod r. Conversely, assume S is a natural regular semi- 
group of type todr. Hence, T(S) is an to-chain of completely simple semigroups 
(T n : n eNr). Using Theorem 1.6 and Lemma 1.9, S/t is an todr-inverse semigroup. 
Thus, using [24, Lemma 7.3], S/t  is a simple semigroup. 
Let a, b e S. Hence, there exist x;y e S such that xtatyt = bt. Thus, using 
Theorem 1.6 (definition of t), there exists (xay)'e J(xay) and b'e J(b) such that 
(xay)(xay)',bb'e Tn for some n e N r. Hence, there exist u, o e T n such that b= 
u(xay)(xay)'ob. Thus, S is a simple semigroup. The last line of the lemma is a con- 
sequence of [24, Corollary 2.4(e)] and Lemma 1.9. [] 
Corollary 1.12. Let S be a simple natural regular semigroup of  type co. Then, 
S <-D~(t)  ° tTr ° C 
where D~c(t) and C are as in Theorem 1.10. Furthermore, 
T(Djr(t))= ~ (A~p,a,i)" (p ,q , i )eNxNxd)  
where 
A(p,q,i ) = ToO TI O ... O Ti+qd. 
I f  S is bisimple, d = 1. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 1.11 and Theorem 1.10. [] 
Remark 1.13. Ir is termed an/r-chain. A regular semigroup S is termed a natural 
regular semigroup of type I if T(S) is an/r-chain of completely simple semigroups 
(Tk:k~Ir).  Let C* denote I x I  under the multiplication 
(m, n)(p, q) = (m +p-  min(n, p), n + q -  min(n, p)). 
If we replace "to" by " I " ,  "C"  by "C*" ,  "N"  by " I "  and let Atp,  q,i)= 
U(Tk:k<_i+qd) in Corollary 1.12, we obtain a structure theorem for simple 
natural regular semigroups of type/.  To prove this theorem, we use Theorem 1.6, 
[20, Theorem 1.1], and [21, Remark 1.2] to show S/t=C*Xdr under the multi- 
plication ((m,n),i)((p,q),j)=((m,n)(p,q),f(n,p)) where f(n,p)=i, max(i,j), or j 
according to whether n >p,  n =p, or p > n. Using this multiplication and Theorem 
1.8, we show T(D~(t)) (D~-(t))stab ~ 0 = = ' = (A(p,q, i ) : (p ,q, i )e lx lxd)  and A(p,q,i) 
[.J(Tk : k<_i+qd). 
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Using Theorem 1.8, [30, Lemma 1.6] and the proof of [30, Theorem 2.14], 
S~D'x(t) odr o C*. The last line of the theorem is a consequence of [21, Remark 
1.2] and Lemma 1.9. 
Theorem 1.14. Let S be a bisimple natural regular semigroup of  type co'. Then, 
D'x(t) (notation of  Theorem 1.2 and 1.8) is a natural regular semigroup such that 
D'x(t)stab = ~ (Ao ° : o ~ (N[2]) In] X X) 
where Ao is a ~-compatible natural regular subsemigroup of  S. 
I f  o = ((ao, bo),..., (an - l, bn - l )), A o/~ is a (bo + 1)r + (bl)r +""  (bi)r +"" + (bn - 1 )r -  
chain such that for  xe(bo+ 1)r, x ~-1 is a f-class o f  T(S), and for xE(bi )  r where 
1 <- i < n - 1, x ~-  1 is a bisimple natural regular subsemigroup o f  type coi of  S and 
each f-class o f  T(x 9 -1 ) is a f-class of  T(S). Furthermore, 
(,) 
S <_D'x(t) o C for  n= 1. 
S<_Djc(t)oC"- IoC for n>_2 
where C is the bicyclic semigroup. 
Proof. Let S be a bisimple natural regular semigroup of type co n. Using Theorem 
1.6 and [16, Corollary 2.2], we will proceed to describe the multiplication on S/t. 
Let X be an arbitrary semigroup and define X®C to be Xx  C under the multi- 
plication (a, (m, n))(b, (p, q)) = (f(n,p), (m, n)(p, q)) where f (n,p) = a, b, or ab 
according to whether n >p, p > n, or p = n. Define C~ = C, C2 = Cl Q C, ..., Cn = 
Cn_IQC. Then, S/t = Cn. For o e Cn, let A o = {(o, s, o)eD~v(t)}. Hence, D'x( t ) ) s tab  = 
(A °" oeCnNX)  where Ao~(Cn)ot -1 under the mapping (o,s,o)~s. If o= 
((a0, bo), ..., (an_ I, b,_ l)), we use the multiplication on C n and mathematical in- 
duction on n to show that 
(Cn)o = {((x, x), (bl, bl), ..., (bn_ 1, b,_ 1)) :x_  bo} 
U {(z, (dl, dl), (b2, bz), ..., (bn- 1, bn- l)) : Z ~ C, dl< bl } 
U""  U {(7, (d i, di), (bi+ 1, bi+ 1), ---, (bn - I ,  bn- 1)) : Z ~ Ci, di< bi } 
For o ~ C,, let t o = ot -1. Hence, Ao=-U {tx:X6 (cn)o}. we asssume T(S) is the con_ 
chain of completely simple semigroups (T O : v ~ con). We will clarify the structure of 
A((aobo), .... (a._ ,. b._ ,))- Let 
A '°°=U(t((ax),(o,,o,), .... (o._,,b._,)):xebo+ 1). 
Thus, using Theorem 1.6, A '°° is the (bo+ Dr-chain of completely simple semi- 
groups (T~x.b ' ..... b._,) :x~bo+ 1). For 1 <_i<n- 1 and j Eb i ,  let 
fD i 
Aj = U (t(a(j.j),(b~+,.b~+~) ..... (b._,.b._,) : z ~ Ci). 
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We will show A Y  that is a bisimple natural regular semigroup of type toi. Using 
Theorem 1.6, T(A j )  is the toi-chain of completely simple semigroups 
( r(do, d, ..... d i -b j ,  b,+ , ..... bn_ ~) : do, dl , ... , di_ 1 e N).  
We next show that A~' is a regular bisimple semigroup. It is easily seen that A) °~ 
is a semigroup. Let u, o e A j .  Since S is bisimple, there exists c e S such that 
u ~c_~o.  Let 
ut = ((xl, Yl), ..., (xi- 1, Yi-  1), (J,J), (bi+ 1, bi+ 1), ..., (bn- 1, bn- 1)) 
and 
ot = ((r I , Sl), ..., (r i_ l, s i-  1), (J,J), (bi+ 1, bi+ 1), ..., (bn- 1, btn- 1))). 
Thus, since ut ~ ct .~ ot, 
ct = ((xl, Sl), ..., (x i_ 1, si- l), (J, J), (bi + 1, bi + 1), ..., (bn- l, bn-~)). 
Hence, c ~ A~ °j. Let u' e J(u). Thus, 
u't = ((Yl, xl), ..., (Yi-  1, xi_ 1), (J, J), (bi+ 1, bi+ 1), ..., (bn- 1, b,_  1))" 
Hence, ' ~o' A~" is regular semigroup. Similarly, ' co, c e Aj . Thus, since u EAj  . Thus, a 
t . i . . (D i  ¢.oi . 
u = c(c u) and c = u(u'c), u g~ c (in A~ ° ). Similarly, c .~ v (in A~ ). Hence, A~ is bi- 
simple semigroup. Let A ~°' = U (A~% j ~ bi). Thus, A ~°i s a (bi)r-chain of the semi- 
OJ 0 tO  ! groups (A~' : j~bi) .  Let v=((ao, bo), . . . , (an- l ,bn-1)) .  Hence, Av=A UA U... 
UA~°JU...'UA~°n-' with A°J~f'IA°JJ= [] for i:/:j. Thus, A v is a (b0+ 1)r+(bl)r+"" 
+ (bi)r +"" + (bn- l)r'chain of the semigroups 
{ T(j, bi ..... b.- i )  : j ebo+ 1}, {A~' " jeb l} , . . . ,  {A j  : j eb i} , . . . ,  {AT "-I " Jebn- l} .  
Since each semigroup in the above chain is bisimple, ~ is a congruence on A o and 
Ao/~ is the above chain. Using Theorem 1.8 and [30, Lemma 1.6, Lemma 2.8, 
Lemma 2.5, Lemma 2.1 and Definition 2.2] we obtain (.). [] 
Remark 1.15. In the statement of Theorem 1.14, replace "n"  by "n + 1", ,,ton+l,, 
by "toni  '', "(Nt21) tn+ q''  by "(N[21) in] XI t2]'', "(bn)r" by " (x~I :x<bn)under  the 
reverse of usual order", and " ( . ) "  by "S<_D'x(t)o ~n o C*".  We then obtain a 
structure theorem for bisimple natural regular semigroups of type toni. We outline 
a proof of this theorem. Define C*+ 1 = Cn® C* to be Cn x C* under the multiplica- 
tion (x, (m, n))(y, (p, q)) = (f(n, p), (m, n)(p, q)) where f (n,  p) = x, xy, or y according to 
whether n>p,  n=p,  or p>n.  Using [17, Theorem 4.6], S/ t=C*+I .  Proceed as in 
the proof of Theorem 1.14. Using Theorem 1.8 and the proof of [30, Theorem 
2.13], S<D~,( t )o~noC* .  
2. Orthodox unions of groups 
In this section, we will use the Rhodes Expansion and a parametrization of the 
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derived semigroup to clarify the structure of orthodox unions of groups (Theorem 
2.6). 
We first describe the Rhodes Expansion S of an arbitrary semigroup S. Let S + = 
{(Sn,...,S1):siES for l<i<_n and sn~_...~_sl}. If x=(s , , . . . , s l ) ,y=( tm, . . . ,q ) ,  
define xy = (s, tm, . . . ,  St tm,  tin, . . . ,  tl ). Then, S+ is a semigroup under this multiplica- 
tion. If a = (s,, ..., s~) e S+ and Sk+ l L~ S x for some 1 _<_ k_<_ n - 1, delete s k to obtain 
aleS+ and denote the deletion by a~a~. Perform a- 'a~-~' . '~ak where ak= 
(sn, snl, .--, s,r) with s~ r-- sn, r-... r- s,,r (such an ak is termed an irreducible lement of 
S+). Write ak=reda and a-b  if reda=redb for a, beS+.  The equivalence re- 
lation - is a congruence relation on S +. Let S-- S +/ - .  S may be treated as the set 
of irreducible lements of S+ under the multiplication ab = red(ab). If (s~, ..., sl) 
S, (sn, ..., sl)~ =sn defines a homomorphism of S onto S [30, Theorem 3.1(h)]. Let 
~u be a homomorphism of a semigroup S onto a semigroup T. Then, (s~, ..., s~)q~ =
red(snqt, ..., sl ~) defines a homomorphism of S onto 7 ~ [30, Theorem 3.1(b)]. For 
further details on the Rhodes Expansion see [15], [5, pp. 367-369] and [14]. 
We will make considerable use of [30, Theorem 3.1]. This result is a collection 
of results of Rhodes and Tilson with appropriate references given in [30]. 
Theorem 2.6 will be a consequence of Lemmas 2.1-2.4 and Remark 2.5. 
Let S(T) be a semilattice Y of semigroups (Sy:y ~ Y)((Ty:y ~ Y)) and let • be 
a homomorphism of S onto T such that Sy • c_ Ty for all y e Y and let X be a right 
ideal of T. In Lemma 2.1, we show 
Dx(q~) = {(a,s,a(sq~ )) eO(~ ) " a 6 TyNX,  s E Sz, y<_z } U{0} 
is a subsemigroup of D(q~) which is a parametrization of D(q~) (hence, S_< 
/~x(q>) oT by Rhodes Theorem (Theorem 1.1)); Ox(~)  is a direct sum of subsemi- 
groups A ° (y:  Tyf)X ~: [])< M°(TyNX,  ~ (S z • z>_ y), TyNX, id); and, under suit- 
able conditions, E(A°y) is a band with E(A°) / f  <_ {ze Yly<_z}°×(TynX). Let S 
be a union of groups, i.e., S is a semilattice Y of completely simple semigroups 
(Sy" y e Y). In Lemma 2.2, we show S is a semilattice Y of completely simple semi- 
groups (Xy ; y e Y) where Xy = Syri -1. Let S be an orthodox union o~f groups and let 
0 (6) denote the smallest inverse semigroup congruence on S ((S/o)). In Lemma 
A 
2.3, we show S/Q and (S/Q)/J are both semilattices S/ f= Y of the maximal 
subgroups (Gy :ye  Y) of S and that (S/o) is a semilattice Y of right groups 
(Uy : y e Y) where Uy = Gy~7 -1 (rl" (S~o) ~ S/O). Let S be a union of groups admitting 
a congruence ~ such that ep -1 c_E(S) for all eeE(S /o)  (for example, let S be an 
orthodox union of groups (see Remark 2.5)). In Lemma 2.4, we show D(~) consists 
just of idempotents and nilpotents of degree two. 
Lemma 2.1. Let S be a semilattice Y o f  semigroups (Sy: ye  Y), let T be a semilat- 
tice Y of  semigroups (Ty : y e Y), and let X be a right ideal o f  T. Let • be a homo- 
morphism of  S onto T such that Sy qb c_ Ty for  all y ~ Y. Then, 
:Ox(qb ) = { (a, s, a(s~)) ~ D(q~)" a ~ X, a ~ Ty, s ~ S z with y, z ~ Y and y < z} tO { 0} 
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is a subsemigroup o f  D(~)  and 
S<-Dx(@)°T. (1) 
Let Y '={ye  Y ITy~X, [ ]  }, and, for ye  Y', let A°={(a,s,a(s@))eDx(~b): 
ae  Tyf')X} U {0}. Then, 19x(@) is a direct sum of the subsemigroups (A°: ye  Y') 
and 
A° <_M°(TyNX, O (Sz : z>_ y), TyNX, id). (2) 
I f  E(S) is a band, E(A°y) is a band. If, furthermore, e, feE(S,)  (ze Y) implies 
e , f  f (in E(S)), then 
E(A°)/ J  <_ Y°X(TylqX) where Yy= {ze Y,y<-z}. 
Proof. First, we show Dx(~)  is a subsemigroup of D(¢0. Let u = (a, s, a(s~b)) and 
o=(b,q,b(q~b)) be elements of Dx(@). If a(s~)g:b, uo=O. If a(s~b)=b, uo= 
(a, sq, a(sq)~). Suppose ae Ty, seS  z with y<-z, be Tw and qeSr with w<_r. Since 
a(sCO= b, y= yz = w. Thus, sq e Szr with yzr= yr= wr= w= y. Hence, since a eX, 
uo eDx(~b). We will utilize Theorem 1.1 to show S<-Dx(~) oT. For (t, s, t(s~)) e 
D(¢0-{0},  define (t,s,t(s~b))O=(t,s,t(s~)) if teTyNX, seS  z, and y<-z, and 
(t, s, t(s~ ))O= O, otherwise. We will show O:D(~b)-{O}~Dx(~b) is a param- 
etrization of D(~). Clearly, 0 defines a mapping of D(~b)-{0} into Dx(~b). 
We first show that 0 defines a partial homomorphism. Let a=(tl,sl,h(Sx~b)), 
b=(t2,$2, t2($2O)) , t leTy , s leSu,  t26Tz, $26So, and tl($1O)=t2 . Then, ab= 
(tl,Sl$2, tl($1$2)O ). First assume that tl e TfiqX and y<_uo. Thus, y<_uo<_u, and, 
hence, aO=a. Using the fact that X is a right ideal, t2=tl(SlO)e T~NX= TyNX. 
Furthermore, y<_uo<_o. Hence, bO=b. Thus, (ab)O=aObO. If tl¢iX, then aObO= 
O. bO = 0 = (ab)O. Finally, we assume y ~ uo. First, suppose y_< u. Then, y$0 
(if y<_o, y<_uo). Since tE=h(slO), z=yu=y~o.  Hence, aObO=aOO=(ab)O. If 
y~u,  aObO=ObO=(ab)O. Next, we establish the embedding condition. Suppose 
SlO=S2O and (t, sl,t(Sl¢)))O=(t, s2,t(s2O))O for all te T'. Let ueX.  Then, ueTy 
for some y e Y. Suppose sl, s2 e S z, say. Thus, U(SlO) = u(s2O) e Ty z. Hence, 
(U(SlO), sl, u(~O))0= (U(SlO), s2, u(sls2)¢))O implies l = s2. Thus, Dx(¢)) is a param- 
etrization of D(O), and, hence, using Theorem 1.1, S<-Dx(O)o T. By easy calcu- 
lations A ° (ye  Y') is a subsemigroup of both Dx(O) and M°(TflqX, U($z: y<_z), 
TyNX, id). Since Tytq Tz= [] for distinct y, ze  Y', Dx(O) is a direct sum of the 
(A °" y e Y'). 
it is easily checked that E(A°y ) = { (a, 5, a) e A ° : s ~ E(S) } U {0}. Hence, if E(S) is 
a band, E(A °) is a band. We will show that if E(A °) is a band and if e,f~ 
E(S,)(ze Y) implies e J f  (in E(S)), then E(A°)/ J  <-Y°x TyNX. We first just 
assume E(A ° ) is band. We then show that (a, e, a )~ (b,f, b) (in E(A°)) if and only 
if a = b and e~f  On E(S)). Suppose that a = b and e~f  (in E(S)). Since ff = 
(in E(S)), there exists gee(s )  such that e~g-~f  (in E(S)). Thus, a(g@)= 
(a(f@))(gO) = a(f¢)) = a. Furthermore, since fe  S,, say, with y_<z, g e Sv 
Hence, (a, g, a) e E(A °). It is easily checked that (a, e, a) ~ (a, g, a) .~ (a,f, a) (in 
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E(A°)). Thus, (a, e, a) J (a , f ,  a) (in E(A°)). By a straightforward calculation, 
(a,e,a),,q(b,f,b) (in E(A°)) implies a=b and e J f  (in E(S)). Let x~£ denote the 
natural homomorphism of E(A °) onto E(A°)/f. For (a,e,a)eE(A°), define 
(a-~,a)g/= (z,a) if e eE(Sz) and define 0 ~,=0. We will show g/defines a homo- 
morphism of E(A°)/ J  into Yy° × (TyCIX). Since Sz~C_ T z and a(e#)=a, yz=y or 
y <_ z. Thus, z e Yy. Let (b, f, b) e E(A °) with fe  Sw and suppose (a, e, a) = (b, f, b). 
Thus, a=b, and e J f  (in E(S)). Since e J f  (in E(S)), z=w. Hence, (a,e,a)e/= 
(b-~,b)g/. Thus, ~ defines a mapping of E(A°)/ J  into Y°×(TyNX). By a 
straightforward calculation, g/is a homomorphism. To show ~ is one-to-one, we 
further assume that e, feSr  (re Y) implies e J f  (in E(S)). Suppose (a,e,a)~v= 
(b,f,-----b)~'. Thus, a = b and e, fe  S z. Hence, (a, e, a) = (b,f, b). [] 
Lemma 2.2. Let S be a semilattice Y of completely simple semigroups (Sy" y e Y). 
Then, S is a semilattice Y of completely simple semigroups (Xy" y e Y) where Xy = 
{(sn,sn_l, . . . ,s i ) 'n eN\O,  sneSy and sjeS for 1 < j<n-  1}. I f  Sy is a group, Xy 
is a right group. 
Proof. By a straightforward calculation, Xy is a semigroup for y e Y. Let a = 
(sn, sn_l, . . . ,Sl)eXy and b=(tk, tk_ i , . . . ,h)eXy. Let c=(Wn, Sn_l , . . . ,s l)eXy 
where sn LPwn ~ tk (in Sy). Hence, using [30, Theorem 3.1(g) and 3.1(i)], 
a LP c ~ b (in Xy) and Xy is a bisimple (hence, simple) semigroup. Let e, fe  E(Xy) 
and suppose f=fe = e. Using [5, Ch. 12, Proposition 12.1] and [30, Theorem 3. l(f)] 
(both due to Tilson [15]), e=(sn,...,Sm, Sm_l,...,si) and f=(tm, Sm_l,...,Sl) 
where m <_ n, Sm LP t m (in S) and sn, tm e E(S). Since Sy is completely simple, sn = tm 
by an easy calculation. Thus, e =f  and hence, Xy is a completely simple sub- 
semigroup of S. By an easy calculation, S is the semilattice Y of the Xy. Finally, 
suppose Sy is a right group. Using [30, Theorem 3.1(f)] and an easy calculation, 
E(Xy) is a right zero semigroup. Hence, Xy is a right group. [] 
Lemma 2.3. Let S be an orthodox union of groups (i.e. S is a semilattice Y of 
orthodox completely simple semigroups (Sy" Y e Y)). Let CO be the smallest inverse 
semigroup congruence on S. Then, S/CO is a semilattice Y of groups~(Gy ".  e Y) 
where Gy is a maximal subgroup of  Sy and Syco c_ Gy for all y e Y. (S/co) is a semi- 
lattice Y of  right groups (Uy: ye  Y) where Uy= {(gn,...,gl)'gneGy and gj~SS/CO 
for 1 <j<_..n - 1 }. Let ~ denote the smallest inverse semigroup congruencel..on (S/CO). 
Then, (S/CO)/~ is a semilattice Y of groups (Gy " y ~ Y) and ker 3 = E((S/CO)). 
Proof. Let S be an orthodox union of groups. Thus, S is a semilattice Y of 
orthodox completely simple semigroups (Sy : y e Y). Hence, Sy = Gy × By (algebraic 
direct product) where Gy is a maximal subgroup of Sy and By is a rectangular 
band. Let CO be the smallest inverse semigroup congruence on S. Hence, CO= 
{(x,y)eS2:J(x)=J(y)} ([7, Theorem 1.12, p. 190] due to T.E. Hall). Thus, a 
multiplication • may be defined on G= [. J (Gy:y~ Y) such that a. b=ab for 
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a, b ~ Gy (y ~ Y), (G,-) is a semilattice Y of groups (Gy : y e Y) and (G,-) = S/e, 
Since (g, b)0 = g for g e Gy and b e By, SyQ c_ Gy for all y e Y. Using Lemma 2.2, 
(S~) is a semilattice Y of right groups (Uy 'ye  Y) where Uy= {(gn,gn-1, .-.,gl): 
gn~Gy and gj¢G for l<__j_n-1}. Let G)=((g):g~Gy): Thus, G~=Gy.'- If 
(gn,...,gl)~Uy, (gn,...,gl)=(gn)(e, gn-l, . . . ,gl) where e is the identity of Gy. 
Thus, using [30, Theorem 3. l(f)], every element of Uy may be expressed uniquely 
in the form hf  where h ~ Gy ant.d f~E(Uy). Hence, Uy =G~ x E(U~) (algebraic direct 
product). Thus, as above, (S/o)/J is a semilattice Y of groups (Gy : y ~ Y). Since, 
as above, (g,b)J=g for geGy and b~E(Uy), ker J=E((S/o)). [] 
Lemma 2.4. Let S be a regular semigroup admitting a congruence O such that 
eo -l c_E(S) for all eeE(S/Q). Then, 
(a) D(~)reg consists just of  idempotents and nilpotents of degree two. 
(o) I f  furthermore, S is a union of  groups, D(~) consists just of idempotents and 
nilpotents of degree two. 
Proof. (a) Let (a,s,a(s~))ED(~)reg with a(s~)=a. Using [30, Proposition 3.3(b)], 
there exists s -1 eJ(s~.such that q(ss-l~)=a. Hence, a(s-l~)=a(ss-l)~=a. Thus, 
s~,s-l~, (ss-l)~e(S/Q)a nd s~ ~ (ss-l)~ (in (S/Q)a). Hence, using [30, Theorem 
3.1(e)], s~=(ss-l)~. Let s=(a,,,. . . ,al)e~. Thus, s~=red(ane,...,alQ)¢E(S")'O). 
Hence, using [30, Theorem 3.1(f)], anQ~E(S). Thus, antE(S)and hence seE(~) 
by [30, Theorem 3. l(f)]. Thus, (a, s, a(s~)) e E(D(~)). If a(s~) #: a, (a, s, a(s~)) 2= 0. 
(b) Next, assume S is a union of groups. Let (a, s, a(s~))eD(~) with a(s~)=a. 
Using Lemma 2.2, ~ is a union of groups. Hence, it is easily checked that s X~e for 
some e e E(S). Let s -1 denote the group inverse of s in the group He. Thus, 
a(ss -1)~ = a(e~) = (a(sO))(e~) =a(s~) = a. Hence, using [30, Proposition 3.3(b)], 
(a, s, a(s~)) ED(~)reg. Thus, using Lemma 2.4(a), (a, s, a(s~)) eE(D(~)). If a(sQ) ,:a, 
(a, sa(s~)) 2 = O. [] 
Remark 2.5. Let Q denote the smallest inverse semigroup congruence on an ortho- 
dox semigroup S. Using, for example, [23, proof of theorem] or [30, proof of 
Theorem 3.4], e0 -I c_ E(S) for all e eE(S/o). Hence, Lemma 2.4(a) may be applied 
to refine [30, Theorem 3.4]. 
Theorem 2.6. Let S be an orthodox union of  groups (i.e. S is a semilattice Y of 
orthodox completely simple semigroups (Sy" y ~ Y)). Then, 
A 
s g<_Dyo(#)o(S/a) (1) 
where (sn,..., sl)tl = sn defines an E-epimorphism of  ~ onto S which is both a J- 
map and an R-map. I~ is an orthodox union of groups which is a semilattice Y of 
orthodox completely simple semigroups (Xy" y e Y), 0 is the smallest inverse semi- 
group congruence on S, (S/Q) is a semilattice Y of  right groups (Uy " y ~ Y), and Yo 
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is a fixed element of  Y. Dyo(~) is a combinatorial semigroup consisting just o f  
idempotents and nilpotents o f  degree two and/3yo(6)reg is an orthodox subsemi- 
group of Dyo(~). Furthermore, Dyo(6) is a direct sum of subsemigroups (A°y : y ~ Y, 
y <- Yo) such that 
A° <-M°( Uy, U (Xz " y <-z), Uy, id). (2) 
0 (Ay)reg is an orthodox subsemigroup of  A ° such that 
E(AOy)/~ <_ yy o× Uy where Yy= {ze r[y<-z}. (3) 
I f  (a, e, a) ~ (b,f, b) in E(A°y), then (e,f) ~ 6 -1 o 6. Furthermore, 
(S~o) < ((S~Q)/3) l ~ (E((S~Q))) 1 (4) 
A 
where ~ is the smallest inverse semigroup congruence on (S/o). (S/o)/~ is a semi- 
A 
lattice Y of groups (Gy" y ~ Y) where Gy is a maximal subgroup of Sy. E((S/o)) 
is a semilattice Y of  right zero semigroups. 
Proof. Using [30, Proposition 3.3(a)] and Lemma 2.2, S is an orthodox union of 
groups which is a semilattice Y of orthodox completely simple semigroups 
(Xy "ye Y) where Xy=Syr1-1. Using [30, Theorem 3.4], r/ defines an E-epi- 
morphism and an S-map of S onto S. Using Lemma 2.2, r/ defines a J -map. 
Using Lemma 2.3, S/O is a semilattice Y of groups (Gy "ye Y) where Gy is a maxi- 
mal subgroup of Sy, and (S~o) is a semilattice Y of right groups (Uy" y ~ Y) where 
Uy = { (gn,..., gl)" gn ~ Gy and gj ~ S/O for 1 <j__< n - 1 }. Using [30, Theorem 3.1 (b)] 
and Lemma 2.3, (x~, ..., Xl)6 = red(xnO, ..., xlo) defines a homomorphism of S onto 
(S/~O) such that Xy6 c_ Uy for all y ~ Y. Let 
Dyo(6)= {(t,s, t(s6))~D(6)" t ~ Uy, y<_ Yo, S~Xz, y<_z } U {0} 
(note, U(Uy" Y~ Y,Y<-Yo) is an ideal of (S~o))~ Hence, using Lemma 2.1,/)y0(~) 
is a subsemigroup of D(~) and S-</)y(6)o(S/o). Thus, (1) is established. Using 
[30, Theorem 3.41, D(6) is a combinatorial semigroup. Hence, Dyo(6) is a com- 
binatorial semigroup. Using Remark 2.5 and Lemma 2.4(b), D(6) and, hence, 
/)y0(6) consists just of idempotents and nilpotents of degree two. 
For y ~ Y with y_< Yo, let A°= {(a, s, a(so)) E/)yo(6) "a E (fly} 1,3 {0}. Using Lemma 
2.1, Dyo(6) is a direct sum of the subsemigroups (A°:y ~ Y, Y<-Yo) and (2) and 
(3) are valid. We next show byo(6)rcg is a regular subsemigroup of L3yo(O). Let 
(a, s, a(so)) ~ Dyo(6)reg and suppose a ~ Uy, y <_ Yo and s ~ X z with y < z. Thus, by [30, 
Proposition 3.3(b)], there exists s - i t  J(s) such that a(ss-1)6 = a. Since s- l~Xzwith 
y < z and a(s6) ~ Uy, (a(s6), s -l, a) e Dy0(6). By a routine calculation, (a(s6), s -1, a) 
J(a, s, a(s6)). Hence, (a(so), s-1, a) ~ Dyo(6)reg. Let u, o e Dy0(6)reg. Since D(6)reg is 
an (orthodox) subsemigroup of D(fi) by [30, Theorem 3.4], it follows that uo 
J~y0(6)OD(~)reg. Thus, as above, there exists (uo)-16J(uo)NOyo(6)reg. Hence, 
Dy0(6)reg is a regular subsemigroup of/9y0(6)- Since D(6)reg is orthodox, Dy0(6)reg is
0 orthodox. Similarly for y e Y and Y<-Yo, (Ay)reg is an orthodox subsemigroup of 
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A °. We next show (a,e,a) J (b, f ,b)  (in E(A°y)) implies (e , f )e~- lo~.  Suppose 
(a,e,a) J (b, f ,b)  (in E(A°)). Thus, a=b and e, feE(X  z) for some ze Y. Thus, 
e ~ g Y f  f~or some g ~ E(Xz). Since ~f ,  g~ =f~. Hence, a(g~) = a(f~) = a. Thus, 
g~,e~e(S/o)a and g~e~ (in (S/o)a). Hence, using [30, Theorem 3.1(e)], 
g~ = e~. Thus, e~ =f~ and, hence, (e, f )  e~- i  0 ~. Finally, let J denote the smallest 
inverse semigroup congruence on (S/o). Hence, using Lemma 2.3, (S/o)/ J  is a 
A 
semilattice Y of the groups (Gy" y ~ Y) and ker J = E((S/o)). To obtain (4), apply 
the left-right dual of [30, Theorem 1.8]. 
3. Left regular pairs 
Let S be a regular semigroup admitting acongruence 0 such that e0 is a left group 
for all e e E(S). We term (S, 0) a left regular pair. We showed in [30, Theorem 1.7] 
that, if (S,o) is a left regular pair, then S_< (ker 0) o S/O Of S has an identity). We 
will give a much briefer proof of this result here by showing (ker 0) is a param- 
etrization of D(0) and then applying Rhodes Theorem (Theorem 1.1). It is easy to 
dispense with the requirement that S have an identity. 
Theorem 3.1 [30, Theorem 1.7]. Let (S,O) be a left regular pair. Then, 
(*) S-  (ker 0> 1 o (S/o) ! 
I f  S has an identity, the superscript '1' in (,) may be deleted. 
Proof. Let (S, O) be a left regular pair. We first assume that S has an identity. For 
each seS/Q,  select s 'eY(s)  and select a representative element UseSO -1. Then, 
using [30, Lemma 1.1], every element of S may be uniquely expressed in the form 
gss.u s where gss, e(ss')o -l. For teS /Q and s~z0 -1, we may write uts=f(t,s)utz 
where f(t, s) e ((tz)(tz)')O -1. For (t, s, t(sQ)) e D(O) - {0}, define (t, s, t(so))O=f(t, s). 
We will show O'D(o) -  {0}--) (ker 0) is a parametrization f D(0). It is easily check- 
ed that 0 defines a mapping of D(0)-  {0} into (ker 0). Next, we show 0 defines a 
partial homomorphism. Let (t 1, s 1, t I (s10)), (t2, s2, t2(s20)) eD(O) - {0} with tl (s10) = 
t 2. We must show f (h ,  sl)f(t2, S2) =f(t l ,  Sl S2). Suppose sl e zl0-1 and s2 e z20- i. 
Then, Utl(SlS2) =f(t  1, SlS2)Uhzlz 2 where f (h ,  sis2) ~ ((tlZlZ2)(tlZlZ2)')O -1. However, 
since tl zl = t2, (utlsl)s2 = f(h,  sl)Ut,zl s2 = f(tl, sl)f(t2, s2)Utlz~z2. Since f(tl ,  sl)f(t2, s2) E 
((tlzlz2)(tlzlz2)')O -1, f(t l ,  sl)f(t2, s2) =f(tl, sis2). We next show the embedding 
condition is satisfied. Let e denote the identity of S/O and let Ue = 1, the identity of 
S. Thus, s10 = s20 = z and f(e, Sl) =f(e, s2) imply sl = UeSl =f(e, Sl)U z =f(e, s2)Uz- 
UeS2=S2 . Hence, using Theorem 1.1, S<(ker0)  oS/O. If S has no identity, con- 
sider S 1. Define 0*=0U(I ,  1). Then, (SI,0 *) is a left regular pair. Hence, S 1< 
(ker Q*) o SI/Q*. Since (ker 0*)--(ker 0) 1 and $1/0"=(S/0)  l, using [30, Lemma 
1.6], S<Sl_<(ker0) 1 o(S/Q) I. [] 
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Remark 3.2. Many of the results of [30] were consequences of Theorem 3.1 (i.e. of 
[30, Theorem 1.7]). Thus, the present method of proof further illustrates the impor- 
tance of the derived semigroup and its parametrizations in the structure theory. 
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